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The invasion of Ukraine has been difficult to watch for individuals around the world. Feelings of disbelief and helplessness arise as violent images of murdered children, bombed apartment buildings and shelters, and fleeing families waiting in freezing temperatures at border crossings flash across our screens. This is especially challenging for survivors of World War II (WWII) and their descendants, particularly Holocaust survivors of Eastern European and Ukrainian descent. The impact, however, is not limited to this population and has been felt by survivors of war crimes committed in Bosnia, Syria, and elsewhere.

World War II Re-Traumatization

For WWII survivors and their families, the constant barrage of media about the attack on Ukraine has been excruciating, particularly for Ukrainian Holocaust survivors. At the start of WWII, Ukraine housed the largest Jewish population in Europe but 1.5 million were killed during the war (United States Holocaust Memorial Museum [USHMM], 2021). Twenty percent of the population resided in Kyiv at the time of the war where over 33,000 Jews were murdered over two-days at Babyn Yar, a ravine located outside the city (USHMM, 2021). The memorial for these Ukrainians was recently damaged by a Russian missile (Bloomfield, 2022).

Watching the war rage in the Ukraine brings up painful memories for survivors and reminds them of their own trauma, with some speaking about their experiences for the first time (Cohen, 2022). Kira Brodskaya, 90-year-old Queens, New York resident and Ukrainian Holocaust survivor, cries every day as she watches the news unfold remembering when Hitler bombed her neighborhood in Kharkiv when she was nine (Cohen, 2022). Gdalina Novitsky, age three and living in Kyiv when the Nazis invaded, was forced to flee with her mother and leave behind her disabled grandmother who was murdered, along with her great grandparents, at Babyn Yar (Bahrampour, 2022). Erica B., founder of the American Kriegsenkel website, whose father was forced to flee WWII Poland at age 13 shares:

What I am watching, and reading is literally my family story, repeated and played out again some 80 years later. The split-second decisions whether to flee or to stay. The looks of the traumatized women and children as they go into the unknown….that sound (the air raid siren she heard in a news report)...that
sound…that gets at something deep in me. (personal communication with Erica B, April 11, 2022)

**Bosnian Re-Traumatization**

The primary narrative of the media covering the war in Ukraine is that nothing like this has happened in Europe since WWII. Bosnians watching this reporting are painfully aware that this is not accurate as they view scenes that are regrettably familiar to them, especially those who lived through the war that began in 1992. Bosnia was also a sovereign European nation attacked by a neighboring country, in this case by Serbian forces and the Bosnian-Serb Army. The intent was to “ethnically cleanse” the country of non-Serbs with the primary target being the Bosnian Muslims. By the end of the war 100,000 people had been killed and tens of thousands had become refugees (International Committee of the Red Cross [ICRC], 2015). The capital city of Sarajevo was under siege for 1,425 days with constant shelling and no food, water, or electricity. Ultimately more than 11,000 civilians (Morrison, 2021), including 6,000 children (Sabic, 2020) were killed in the city. In the town of Srebrenica in eastern Bosnia, more than 8,000 Muslim men and boys were massacred over a period of 6 days in July 1995, a slaughter that was later ruled a genocide (ICRC, 2015). Mass graves were found throughout Bosnia. Systematic rape and sexual violence were used as weapons of war (Bassiouni & McCormick, 1996), and the same atrocities are now being uncovered in Ukraine. Images and stories from the cities and villages of Ukraine have retraumatized Bosnians of all ages. As shared by a Bosnian woman on social media, “Every time a war starts, near or far, the trauma returns. Back to square one. Everyone’s war becomes my war…” (Buturovic, 2022).

**Far Reaching and Long-Lasting Effects of War Related Trauma**

The long-lasting mental health impact on war survivors is well-documented. Of particular concern today is that mental health symptoms can resurface or intensify when new stressors arise (Comtesse et al., 2019; Frounfelker et al., 2017; Schock et al., 2016). Refugees are at risk of long-lasting mental health symptoms and higher rates of anxiety, depression, and PTSD than non-refugee populations with symptoms that can remain elevated years after displacement (Bogic et al., 2015). As of mid-2021, the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) reports 82.4 million people have been forced to flee their homes, and a staggering 26.4 million are refugees (UNHCR, 2021) who have been forcibly displaced worldwide because of persecution, violence, and human rights violations. This alarming rate does not include the residents of Ukraine forced to flee their homes, currently estimated to number over 10 million (BBC News, 2022).

**World War II and Bosnian Survivors**

Research focused on WWII survivors of Holocaust, forced migration, and the civilian population, have demonstrated adverse mental health outcomes. Frounfelker et al. (2017) surveyed 3,370 WWII civilian survivors in Europe and Japan and found respondents who had been in a war zone had higher lifetime risk of major depressive disorder (MDD) and
anxiety disorder than other respondents. MDD was more elevated in the early years after the war while anxiety increased over time (Frounfelker et al., 2017). Survivors of World War II’s forcibly displaced population (“expellees”) now living in Germany were surveyed and, sixty years later, demonstrated significantly more anxiety symptoms and less resilience than non-displaced participants (Kuwert et al., 2009). The long-term psychological distress of 299 adult male Bosnian war survivors were measured over an eleven-year period and adverse mental health consequences were found to last as long as fourteen years, especially when paired with current stressors (Comtesse et al., 2019). Schock et al. (2016) echoed these findings when they conducted a longitudinal study assessing the impact of new traumatic or stressful life events on pre-existing post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in refugees seeking asylum in Germany from 2009-2011. The study determined that stressful life events may lead to an increase in existing PTSD symptoms as well as significant increases in PTSD avoidance (Schock et al., 2016).

**Descendants of War Survivors: Intergenerational Trauma and Mental Health Impact**

The children and grandchildren of war survivors are shown to exhibit adverse psychological outcomes in comparison to a non-traumatized population. This intergenerational trauma was first documented in 1966 when higher rates of psychological distress were found among some children of Holocaust survivors (Danieli et al., 2015). More recently, Sangalang and Vang’s (2016) systematic review addressing intergenerational trauma in refugee families found increased risk of PTSD, mood, and anxiety disorder symptoms in more than half of the studies examined. Bezo and Maggi (2015) conducted a three-generation study of the Holodomor (“murder by hunger”) genocide against the Ukrainians by the Russians from 1932-1933 (p. 88). They found that the trauma still exerts an emotional and behavioral influence on survivors, their children, and grandchildren decades later (Bezo & Maggi, 2015).

In the last months, many descendants of war trauma survivors have begun to share their stories of how they were impacted by the attack on Ukraine. Stories they were told by their grandparents are now playing out in real time, sometimes in the same geographic areas of their ancestors. “It’s as though I’m reliving the trauma of my ancestors while simultaneously experiencing the trauma that is unfolding actively….the persecution and sense of fear that was and is being felt is very much living within me” (Sudakov, 2022).

**Additional Stressors to be Considered**

While the outpouring of refugee support has heartened many, it can rankle other refugee communities who have not been as warmly welcomed into Europe or into the United States. Ten European Union member countries have built over 1,000 miles of walls to keep out refugees from Africa and the Middle East (Sajjad, 2022). Families who settled long ago may also experience stress as they watch how Putin has so rapidly changed the narrative about Ukraine citizens. In 2016, abrupt changes in the United States political
climate, immigration policy, and media rhetoric on refugees led to fear, anxiety and feeling “othered” by individuals who migrated to the United States (Funk & Shaw, 2021).

Re-traumatization of symptoms can be exacerbated by the continual play of tragic images on screens. These are often unfiltered and originate from eye-witness experiences that can result in frightening images (Spangenberg, 2022). Viewing this content can cause re-traumatization for anyone already working to manage symptoms of PTSD but especially for war survivors, refugees, and their children. Additionally, the international pandemic has led to increased isolation and difficulty accessing support. New York resident, Bordskaya, notes that the pandemic has left her and other elderly immigrants feeling more alone during this challenging time (Cohen, 2022).

Social workers around the world can expect to see traumatized refugees from the Ukraine and should begin to prepare themselves for assisting with war-related traumas and forced migration. As these are not typical topics covered in graduate social work curricula or continuing education training, it is essential for social workers to become aware of the connection between historical trauma and mental health. It is especially important for clinicians to include geo-political history and intergenerational trauma in their clients’ biopsychosocial assessments to recognize the potential for increased stress brought about by the invasion of Ukraine for war crime victims and their descendants.
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